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 Instruments used for the evaluation of the effectiveness of back links and content using the Google PageRank algorithm are
presented in (Bakshy & McAfee. 2007). (Girvan& Newman. 2002). To compute the in-degree of each user, i.e., the number of
links to that user, a number of factors that may affect the in-degree of a user may be considered. The most important factor is

the number of backlinks pointing to a particular user. Another factor is the number of other users who have pointed to the target
user. User in-degree is a measure of importance of the target user within the social network. One other factor is the linking
affinity of the target user. If the target user has many friends, that may be an indication of its popularity. In-degree scores
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correlate positively with linking affinity. Some users may have a lot of backlinks (in-degree high) without a lot of friends. This
usually indicates a user who has a few friends, but who has many backlinks, and that his or her popularity can be attributed to

the number of backlinks pointing to him or her. In-degree is a strong determinant of influence. There are other factors that may
affect a user's in-degree, such as the quality of the user's backlinks, the quality of the pages on which the backlinks are placed,

and the likelihood that a backlinker will be considered a friend by the target user. Detailed List of Most of Popular Online
portals and search Engines Which are available in every country so if you are in any country than check below list of portals.
Here is a detailed list of most popular search engines and portals. We have listed all popular search engines and portals in the

world. These portals will help you to search for your favorite videos,music,images,blogs,news,instagram,snapchat,fb,twitter,wha
tsapp,viber,skype,yahoo,gtalk,wikipedia,amazon,ebay,paypal,flickr,google,igp,odoo,myspace,flipkart,zomato,wikipedia,YouTub

e,Baidu,Yahoo,google,bing,bing image search,yandex,show me,qixing,ebay,yandex,google chrome,bing music,pixnet,yahoo
mail,google maps,google earth,facebook,Google plus,Vkontakte,Google docs, 82157476af
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